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To address the lack of available funding for women founders, Playfair 
Capital created Female Founders Office Hours (FFOH). The event went 
from an in-person to a virtual event, but this brought new challenges. 

The mainstream tools they were using to host the event required too 
much manual work behind the scenes. Matching the right founders 
with the right investors was very time consuming.

Challenge

Outcome
The team discovered Grip and started using it as an all-in-one 
solution for hosting the virtual event. 

The platform made it easier to host and manage bigger events, 
while AI matchmaking meant more relevant meetings could 
be scheduled between founders and investors. As a result, 
the event has been able to scale, creating thousands of 
connections and helping more women founders across Europe 
secure £280m in funding. 
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Playfair Capital
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Virtual
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Female Founder Office Hours

How Playfair Capital helps female founders 
across Europe secure vital funding
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founders

Jeevan Sunner
Associate Investor at Playfair Capital

It seemed like Grip was custom built for Office Hours, with 
all the right branding and features we needed to run the 
event in its optimal state
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For female startup founders, getting access to sufficient funding is a real challenge. From 2019 to 2020, 
VC funding for startups founded by women dropped by a massive 27%. Moreover, female-only startups 
only received 2.3% of VC Funding. To address these imbalances in gender funding, Playfair Capital 
launched the Female Founder Office Hours (FFOH) event in 2019.

“Collaboration is Queen,” explains Henrik Wetter Sanchez, Playfair Capital’s Principal. “At Playfair, we 
believe in the power of bringing people together to solve issues and make us all stronger. As investors, 
we recognise the potential for entrepreneurship to improve society, but this will not be fully realised 
until we achieve real equality in access to startup funding. That’s why we have always been strong 
advocates of the power of collaboration.”

The event’s objective was to connect female founders and investors with each other. This connection 
would hopefully lead to an investment being made in female-led startups. This injection of cash would 
then help them scale, break through and increase the chances of success. 

The first edition of the event, in 2019, took place face-to-face at Playfair’s offices, based in central 
London. “It was like a speed networking session,” recalls Jeevan Sunner, Associate at Playfair Capital. 
“Everyone would get up and physically move every 15 minutes. There was really good energy, but it was 
also difficult to logistically organise”
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Elise Congram
Founders Studio & Office Manager at Playfair Capital

Grip has the AI technology, matchmaking, but it can also 
host the event within the platform… Coming across Grip, 
which could manage the whole event in one app, was a 
dream come true.

https://news.crunchbase.com/news/global-vc-funding-to-female-founders/
https://hbr.org/2021/02/women-led-startups-received-just-2-3-of-vc-funding-in-2020
https://hbr.org/2021/02/women-led-startups-received-just-2-3-of-vc-funding-in-2020
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The team was convinced there must be a 
solution out there that could meet all of their 
needs. After a bit of searching, it quickly 
became apparent that Grip was able to take 
on everything they needed to scale the event. 
“It seemed like Grip was custom built for 
office hours, with all the right branding and 
features we needed to run the event in its 
optimal state,” recalls Jeevan.  

As a result, the team was able to dramatically 
increase the number of attendees. Whereas 
they previously had to cap the number of 
attendees based on technical constraints, 
Grip’s virtual events software means there’s 
now no limit to the number of people who 
can join. In addition, the AI matchmaking 
technology enabled the team to 
automatically match founders with suitable 
investors, without requiring hours of input 
and planning. 

Investing in the right tools for scale

Having everything together in one platform was a huge advantage, according to Elise Congram, 
Founders Studio and Office Manager at Playfair Capital. “Grip has the AI technology, matchmaking, but 
it can also host the event within the platform… Coming across Grip, which could manage the whole 
event in one app, was a dream come true.” 

For the latest event, Playfair Capital was able to host 125 venture capital funds and over 300 female 
founders, all managed remotely with Grip.
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Playfair Capital continues to see massive 
demand for FFOH, with more investors and 
founders attending each session. “We’ve always 
known that women struggle to get funding, and 
that’s now being more publicly acknowledged,” 
Jeevan explains. 

“Today, ESG (environmental, social and 
governance) and DNI (distributable net income) 
issues are at the forefront of CEOs’ minds and 
are being prioritised more. Every fund wants to 
do its bit to support women in the ecosystem, 
and office hours is an easy and effective way 
to do that. They can literally just jump on for 
two to three hours and meet a group of female 
founders relevant to them.”
“We’re definitely going to continue scaling 
the number of attendees,” says Jeevan. “We’ll 
continue to let more investors and founders be 
part of the event and we’ll continue to share our 
playbook with other funds as well, so that they 
can run similar events too.”

What the future holds for Female Founders Office Hours

 
 

Tips for hosting a virtual event for founders and investors

The team plans the event so that there’s approximately one investor for every four founders. 
With this ratio, an investor will typically end up making about ten calls over three hours. Any 
more than that and it can become overwhelming and intense for all participants

In turn, founders get to meet four different investors from four completely different funds, investors 
with different advice, different perspectives and different ways that they can offer support.

Get the right ratio of founders to investors1
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From the very first event, the team asked all attendees questions about their experience straight 
after the meeting. 

For example, they’d ask founders whether they intended to follow up with the people they’d met, 
whether the meetings had been relevant and whether the experience had been useful. Investors were 
asked whether they thought the founders they’d met gave a strong pitch and if they would fit in their 
investment thesis. 

Whether the feedback is positive or negative, it’s always helpful. There’s always room 
for improvement, and gathering feedback allows you to create an event benchmark for 
measuring performance. 

Understanding what kind of founders will be attending the office hours allows Playfair 
Capital to make the event more rewarding for everyone. The team look at four different 
parameters for each founder:

 > Company stage. The team finds that pre-seed and series A companies benefit the most from 
the event.

 > Is the company B2B or B2C? This makes a big difference in terms of how you evaluate a deal.
 > Company geography. Some investors will only invest in UK companies, while others will invest 

throughout Europe.
 > Company sector. Some funds are only interested in specific sectors, such as Healthtech or 

Fintech, while others will invest across multiple sectors. 

With those parameters, the team can use Grip’s AI matchmaking tool to connect founders and 
investors far quicker and more accurately than could be done manually. “The feedback from 
investors was that their matches were far more relevant,” says Jeevan

Always ask for feedback

Know who’s attending
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